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In recent years, discussions about the role of religion in political decision-
making seem to have become more heated but less polarized. Few contributors
to these discussions endorse the positions that (1) religious discourse and argu-
ment should play no role in political decision-making or (2) citizens and officials
have no reason to seek nonsectarian political justifications that are suitably
addressed to others as fellow citizens. Leading voices in debates about the role
of religion in political decision-making are generally united in calling for some
form of inclusionism. Intense disagreement now centers mainly on questions
about the extent to which religious discourse and argument should be included in
political decision-making. With respect to the role of religion in politics, we might
say that the main question is, “What is the proper mean between extremes?”

According to philosophers such as John Rawls and Robert Audi, religious
discourse and argument would supplement the public (Rawls) or secular (Audi)
reasoning that primarily constitutes the political justifications that citizens endorse
and present to one another. But an approach that is even more inclusive of reli-
gion has recently emerged as a challenger to these familiar positions. An essen-
tial feature of what I call strong inclusionism is its distinction between seeking a
political justification and exercising restraint in the appeal to religious beliefs in
political decision-making. The strong inclusionist acknowledges that citizens are
obligated, or at least strongly encouraged, to seek suitable political justifications
that are addressed to others; citizens are not, however, discouraged from basing
their political decisions or arguments solely on religious grounds. Strong inclu-
sionism thus rejects the notion that citizens are sometimes required, just in virtue
of the obligations and excellences of liberal-democratic citizenship, to restrain
their appeal to religious beliefs in their political decision-making.

In this essay, I address the question of an obligation to exercise restraint only
indirectly. My own view is that the Rawlsian account of “public reason” is the
right one, provided that it is interpreted as widely as possible, so as to acknowl-
edge the many positive religious contributions to public political debate and 
decision-making. To be sure, given the numerous criticisms of Rawls on this score,
an argument demonstrating that there is indeed a moral obligation sometimes to
exercise restraint would be a necessary element in a complete defense of an idea
of public reason. But in this essay I shall take a different tack, focusing instead 
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on the possible alternatives to the Rawlsian approach. One important alternative
has been developed by Christopher Eberle, whose view serves as the best example
of strong inclusionism. According to Eberle, a citizen is entitled to rely solely on
a religious justification in attempting to resolve questions about the fundamental
terms of political cooperation. And it is this feature of strong inclusionism that I
want to examine in light of an ideal of democratic deliberation. I shall argue that
deliberating citizens should adopt attitudes and practices which enable them to
remain open to rejecting or changing their political judgments in the exchange of
reasons with fellow citizens. Citizens should expect the transformation in belief
and judgment that sometimes results from the process of deliberation itself. My
thesis is that, given this dimension of democratic deliberation, Eberle’s strong
inclusionism faces the following dilemma: Either its ideal of conscientious
engagement, which turns on the distinction between seeking a political justifica-
tion and exercising restraint in religious discourse and argument, is based on an
insufficiently deliberative understanding of political decision-making, or that ideal
implies that, as an obligation or excellence of citizenship, some citizens must adopt
attitudes and practices which encourage them to remain open to adjusting or even
renouncing some of their fundamental religious convictions. I conclude by reflect-
ing on how this problem might inform our assessment of the debate between strong
and weak inclusionists.

1. Varieties of Inclusionism: Strong and Weak

In the literature on public reasoning, many pages have been devoted to ques-
tions about whether and how religious beliefs should inform the political choices
and discourse of liberal-democratic citizens and officials. Two questions are espe-
cially important, the first being the question of political justification (QP): Are
citizens, in their political choices and discourse, obligated, or at least encouraged,
to seek suitable political justifications? A suitable political justification is a non-
sectarian justification for a favored law or policy which addresses a diverse group
of fellow citizens and satisfies some proposed condition or standard, such as rea-
sonableness, publicity, secularity, neutrality, accessibility, or rational acceptabil-
ity to others. Second, there is the question of restraint (QR): Are citizens qua
citizens obligated or encouraged to exercise restraint in the appeal to a religious
doctrine in their political choices and discourse? I leave aside for the moment the
issue of precisely which condition or requirement should be attached to political
justifications, and precisely when citizens might be required to exercise restraint.
Various approaches to both questions have been suggested by liberal political
philosophers, legal scholars, and religiously minded philosophers and critics.
However, if we were to categorize these approaches, we might begin by positing
two relatively straightforward positions, albeit ones which are defended by few
contributors to debates about the role of religion in political decision-making.

On one side, we could imagine a view that would maintain a strict separation
of religion and politics by excluding most or all religious argument from the 
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political choices and discourse of citizens. An exclusionist will insist that, with
respect to at least some political issues, religious doctrine should play no role in
political decision-making. That is, in their political choices and in the public pre-
sentation of arguments that would support these choices, citizens should altogether
avoid appeals to their religious beliefs. Of course, while an exclusionist would
likely answer both of the above questions—that is, QP and QR—affirmatively, it
is not the case that an affirmative answer to both questions necessarily entails
exclusionism. Indeed, support for exclusionism, as I have defined it, is not nearly
as widespread as the critics of liberal public reasoning sometimes suggest.1

On the other side, we could imagine the view that citizens need not seek suit-
able political justifications in their political choices and discourse, even as they
rely indiscriminately on their religious beliefs. This “anything goes” view—call
it laissez-faire—answers QP and QR negatively. According to a thoroughgoing
laissez-faire view, citizens should simply offer what they take to be the most polit-
ically effective reasons and arguments for their political positions. Stanley Fish,
for example, challenges liberal appeals to principle that are said to marginalize
religious believers and to involve theoretical constructions such as “neutrality”
which simply mask preferences for substantive political outcomes.2 With respect
to political activity, including, presumably, religiously informed political activ-
ity, Fish’s conclusion is to “[f ]igure out what you think is right and then look
around for ways to be true to it.”3 However, the laissez-faire view seems to have
attracted few proponents in discussions about the role of religion in the public
square.4 Even critics of the familiar liberal principles of political justification and
restraint often acknowledge that religious citizens ought to adopt and sometimes
present justifications that are at least guided by a shared political purpose such
as the common good.

Between exclusionism and laissez-faire, there is a substantial area of middle
ground, which is home to the most fruitful discussions about the proper role of
religion in politics. This is the territory of inclusionism. I shall understand inclu-
sionist views about religion and political decision-making to share two main 
characteristics. First, these views suggest that, with respect to political decision-
making, it is either an obligation or excellence of citizenship to seek justifications
that are, in some fashion, suitably addressed to a diverse group of fellow citizens.
Thus all forms of inclusionism answer QP affirmatively. How justifications might
be “suitably addressed” to other citizens and whether and when they must be pub-
licly presented are matters of disagreement, as no single standard of political 
justification is accepted by all inclusionists. But all inclusionists maintain that 
citizens should somehow consider the perspectives and interests of a diverse body
of fellow citizens who are known to hold rival religious and nonreligious doc-
trines, and that political choices should not be based merely on self- or group-
interest. A second characteristic of inclusionism is the commitment to including
religion in political decision-making. For the inclusionist, a citizen’s reliance on
religious convictions in political choices and discourse is either sometimes or
always permissible, and perhaps sometimes, or even typically, to be encouraged.
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The crucial fault line in the territory of inclusionism involves the question
of restraint. For in this broad description of inclusionism, many proposals con-
cerning the proper role of religion in politics turn out to be inclusionist. Yet those
philosophers who are committed to both a principle of political justification and
the inclusion of religion in political decision-making might answer the question
of restraint differently. Indeed they do answer it differently. An affirmative answer
to QR is provided in the well-known theories of John Rawls and Robert Audi.5

Each philosopher argues that citizens are required sometimes to restrain their
appeal to their religious doctrines, even if they are often entitled to draw on these
doctrines in their political choices and discourse. I shall refer to this type of view
as weak inclusionism. By contrast, according to what I call strong inclusionism,
citizens should seek political justifications but are not required, just in virtue of
the obligations or excellences of liberal-democratic citizenship, to restrain their
appeal to religious doctrine.

This is not the occasion for examining the details of the theories of Rawls
and Audi, which have been the subject of so much discussion. I only observe that,
while each view recommends restraint, neither view, strictly speaking, is exclu-
sionist.6 The requirements of restraint in Rawls’s “wide view” of public reason,
for example, are far from excessive.7 These restraints, which affect the “compre-
hensive doctrines” of religious and nonreligious citizens alike, apply only to
certain issues (i.e., “constitutional essentials” and “matters of basic justice”) and
in certain deliberative settings (i.e., the “public political forum” as opposed to the
“background culture”).8 Moreover, even where restraints do apply, the Rawlsian
“proviso” permits citizens to draw on their comprehensive doctrines provided that
they also identify political justifications in “public reason.”9 Nevertheless, the
Rawlsian view does suggest that, on some occasions, restraints on the appeal to
religious and other comprehensive doctrines are warranted. Absent a sufficient
political justification in public reason, citizens should not attempt to arrange the
fundamental terms of political cooperation solely on the basis of a comprehen-
sive doctrine.

2. Strong Inclusionism and the Ideal of Conscientious Engagement

What I am calling strong inclusionism has emerged in recent years as an
alternative to the accounts of citizenship and political justification advanced by
Rawls, Audi, and other liberal political philosophers. As I have suggested already,
strong inclusionists accept the demand that citizens aim at suitable justifications
for their political decisions, but they nevertheless reject the call for restraints on
the use of religious argument. For example, Michael Perry argues that citizens
should seek reasons for their political choices which other citizens might find con-
vincing, but that the “morality of liberal democracy counsels neither against dis-
favoring conduct on the basis of religiously grounded moral belief nor, much less,
against relying on religiously grounded moral belief in public argument about
whether to disfavor conduct.”10 Others who answer QR negatively might be
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located either in the strong inclusionist camp or somewhere between laissez-faire
and strong inclusionism.11 In what follows, I shall focus on what I take to be an
especially lucid and powerful statement of strong inclusionism, presented in
Christopher Eberle’s Religious Convictions in Liberal Politics.12

Eberle defends the notion that “a citizen is morally permitted to support (or
oppose) a coercive law even if he has only a religious rationale for that law.”13

This claim puts Eberle at odds with what he calls “justificatory liberalism,” an
umbrella term for a family of liberal theories which share a fundamental com-
mitment to both “public justification” and respect for persons. Regarding the role
of religion in political decision-making, most justificatory liberals are, in my ter-
minology, either weak inclusionists or exclusionists.14 And much of Eberle’s book
involves criticism of justificatory liberalism for its failure to present a convinc-
ing conception of political justification, or what Eberle calls “public justification,”
and for its inadequate account of why religious believers should avoid relying
solely on their religious convictions in their political choices. Central to this crit-
icism is the distinction between pursuit and restraint, that is, the distinction
between seeking a public justification for one’s favored coercive laws and with-
holding support from laws for which one lacks a satisfactory public justification.15

An examination of Eberle’s many detailed criticisms of justificatory liberal-
ism would be beyond the scope of the present paper. But it is worth repeating,
and emphasizing, the importance of the distinction between pursuit and restraint
in sustaining these criticisms. Along with other inclusionists of both varieties,
Eberle accepts the idea that respect for persons is a fundamental moral-political
norm which obliges citizens to recognize certain moral requirements in their polit-
ical choices and discourse. By accepting the implications of this fundamental
moral-political norm, but denying that it leads to an affirmative answer to QR,
Eberle contests the justificatory liberal’s claim—sometimes explained, but often
simply assumed—that an attitude of respect for one’s fellow citizens as persons
requires one sometimes to prescind from one’s religious convictions in political
decision-making. That is, Eberle uses a competing account of what respect
requires of citizens in order to undermine the commitment to restraint in weak
inclusionism and exclusionism.16

So what does respect require of citizens? According to Eberle, respect for
persons requires citizens to acknowledge various “constraints” on reason-giving
that follow from an ideal of conscientious engagement.17 One such constraint is
that citizens are not to support coercive laws and policies on the basis of a dehu-
manizing view, such as racism, that would fundamentally deny the human dignity
of other citizens. Moreover, according to the ideal of conscientious engagement,
a citizen respects a fellow citizen’s legitimate interest in not being coerced by
pursuing and attempting to communicate a high degree of rational justification
for his or her favored coercive laws and policies. Citizens should withhold support
from any law or policy that is not rationally justified to a sufficiently high degree.
For any particular citizen, a rational justification is a justification that draws on
the set of beliefs and evidence available to him or her, and is formulated on the
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basis of a critical analysis of this evidential set. In addition, a citizen should seek
a public justification for the coercive laws and policies that he or she supports.
That is, a citizen should seek what I have broadly defined as a political justifica-
tion that is suitably addressed to fellow citizens. Finally, the ideal of conscien-
tious engagement also instructs a citizen to be willing to consider the reasoning
and criticism of other citizens, and to remain open to adjusting his or her politi-
cal judgments accordingly.

Leaving aside considerations associated with the rationality of belief and the
dignity of human beings, I want to focus on two components of the ideal of con-
scientious engagement, namely, public justification and mutual criticism. What is
public justification? Eberle argues that, according to the concept of public justi-
fication, “a citizen is publicly justified in adhering to some coercive law only if
she has a rationale for that law that articulates in the appropriate way with the
points of view of her compatriots and thus enables her to justify that law to her
compatriots.”18 Eberle rightfully points out that, beyond merely endorsing the
concept of public justification, a successful theory of justificatory liberalism must
also specify a more determinate conception of public justification. Indeed one 
of the principal themes of Eberle’s book is that there are problems with the 
conceptions of public justification proposed by leading justificatory liberals.
However, despite his criticism of justificatory liberalism in this regard, Eberle
admits that respect for persons commits a citizen to pursuing a public justifica-
tion for the coercive laws and policies he or she supports. To respect another, he
argues, is to accord due weight to the fact that the other is a being with cares and
concerns and with a capacity to reflect upon and revise these cares and concerns.
Reflective persons to whom things matter are averse to being coerced, and so
respect for such persons commits one to minimizing the distress associated with
what one takes to be rationally justified coercive laws and policies. And the best
way to minimize this distress is to present a reason for coercion that others might
accept, or that “articulates appropriately” with their distinctive points of view. On
Eberle’s model, a citizen already rationally convinced of his or her own judgment
should attempt to ameliorate the distress that arises from the imposition of coer-
cive power by at least pursuing public justifications, including, perhaps, justifi-
cations that the reason-giving agent would reject.

In addition, respect for persons should lead a citizen to subject his or her jus-
tifications to criticism. As Eberle argues, we should concede that others are some-
times in a better position to identify the ways in which our judgment might be
distorted by error, bias, self-deception, and other epistemic vices. Thus citizens
should embrace an attitude of fallibilism, and they should be prepared to adjust
their justifications in light of mutual criticism. This attitude of fallibilism is,
however, interpreted narrowly to apply to political commitments and “the grounds
that directly bear on [a citizen’s] political commitments.”19 Citizens need not call
into question the truth of moral and theological claims that are central to their
identities. They should, however, acknowledge the possibility that what they take
to be rationally justified political judgments might turn out to be incorrect.
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In sum, according to Eberle’s ideal of conscientious engagement, citizens
who are prepared to exercise coercive political power should adopt attitudes and
virtues of citizenship that we might associate with a deliberative approach to polit-
ical discussion and democratic decision-making. They should attempt to com-
municate a rational justification for their political choices. They also should seek
public justifications for these choices. And they should remain receptive to mod-
ifying their judgments in light of the reasoning and criticism of other citizens.
For Eberle, a citizen who satisfies these conditions and the other conditions of
the ideal of conscientious engagement has done all that respect requires, and need
not exercise restraint in relying on a religious doctrine to discuss or resolve polit-
ical controversies.

3. Liberal-Democratic Citizenship and Democratic Deliberation

While defending a model of democratic deliberation is not one of the main
goals of Eberle’s strong inclusionism, I want to ask whether the account of 
decision-making underlying his ideal of conscientious engagement is sufficiently
deliberative. Before getting to that question, however, more needs to be said about
the notion of “deliberative democracy.” Like the concept of political justification,
the concept of deliberative democracy is contested, and it is not my aim here to
choose among competing conceptions. I shall instead mention several familiar
ideas that are often considered central to deliberative democracy. I assume that
these ideas are among the necessary conditions for a democratic system to count
as deliberative. Moreover, these ideas are consistent with—and in some cases
constitutive of—the institutions of liberal democracy. With Rawls and other delib-
erative liberals, I assume that essential liberal commitments can be combined with
an interpretation of the system of political decision-making as a deliberative
democracy.20 A good liberal citizen ultimately seeks a justification for her politi-
cal choices which she sincerely believes that other reasonable citizens might rea-
sonably accept as at least consistent with their status as free and equal participants
in a fair system of cooperation.21 But a good liberal citizen also acknowledges
that the search for such a political justification requires deliberation with others.

What, then, are the defining ideas of democratic deliberation? A first idea is
that democratic legitimacy should be understood “in terms of the ability or oppor-
tunity to participate in effective deliberation on the part of those subject to col-
lective decisions.”22 In other words, democratic legitimacy is based on more than
the mere responsiveness of political institutions to the interests of citizens. It
requires also that decisions are informed and reasoned, and emerge from a process
of deliberation that is open to all and not distorted by coercion or manipulation.
It is for this reason that accounts of deliberative democracy often include corre-
sponding notions of public reasoning and political justification. Second, citizens
in a deliberative democracy are understood as free and equal members of the body
politic, and the recognition of this status must be built into deliberative proce-
dures. This means that citizens should have an equal opportunity to participate in
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political deliberation and sufficient access to the rights, opportunities, and other
social goods that are necessary for such participation.

Other characteristics of democratic deliberation are meant to apply directly
to the attitudes and judgments of citizens. A third idea, then, is that citizens
approach their political choices and discourse by aiming at an ideal of justice or
the common good.23 The extent to which citizens might be legitimately entitled
to engage in forms of political bargaining or advocate and vote for laws and poli-
cies because those laws and policies promote their own interests is often not
clearly specified by proponents of deliberative democracy. But there is wide-
spread agreement that the ideal of democratic self-rule is not realized simply by
aggregating the votes of citizens who are understood primarily to pursue their
own interests. Rather, persons in the role of citizens should often concern them-
selves with what is in the equal interest of all, or with the “conditions needed to
secure and maintain freedom, equality, and independence of citizens.”24 A final
idea is related to this orientation to the interests of all citizens. An essential char-
acteristic of a deliberative democracy is a disposition on the part of citizens to
remain open to changing their judgments in light of the results of political delib-
eration. Good citizens do not strategically pursue fixed preferences based on
beliefs formed prior to deliberation. They are instead willing to engage in dia-
logue, accept the force of the better argument and modify their views accordingly.
A deliberative democracy, it is often said, aims at the rational transformation of
the beliefs and preferences of citizens.25

In addition to specifying these ideas in more detail, a complete theory of
democratic deliberation must also address a number of empirical questions that
might seem to cast doubt on the feasibility of the deliberative ideal. In these brief
remarks, I shall mention one problem that is particularly germane to the question
of how this ideal might be realized in a religiously pluralistic, mass democracy.
Given the scale and complexity of modern democratic societies, there are severe
practical limitations on face-to-face interpersonal deliberations. The deliberative
ideal instructs citizens to consider the relevant arguments and evidence on dif-
ferent sides of an issue before coming to a reasoned decision about which laws
or policies are warranted. And often the main source of relevant arguments and
evidence will be other deliberating citizens, who are likely to be affected by 
proposed laws and policies and eager to have their voices heard. Yet, for many
decisions, a citizen will not have the opportunity to encounter and reflect upon
very many of these different voices in a deliberative setting. The obvious con-
straints on time and location, among other problems, will limit the number of
people who can take part in what Robert Goodin calls the “external-collective”
aspect of political deliberation.26 These limitations might be especially damaging
to the deliberative process insofar as citizens form relatively homogenous social
groupings and repeatedly encounter mainly or only arguments that simply rein-
force ideas that they are already predisposed to accept.27 Moreover, as Iris Marion
Young has observed, citizens often fail to understand different social positions
and perspectives, relying instead on “a stock of empty generalities, false assump-
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tions, or incomplete and biased pictures of the needs, aspirations and histories 
of others.”28

Goodin suggests that a theory of democratic deliberation should attend to 
the “internal-reflective” aspect of deliberation as a necessary complement to 
external-collective deliberation and nondeliberative acts such as voting. In his
model of “democratic deliberation within,” he proposes to shift “much of the
work of democratic deliberation back inside the head of each individual.”29

Citizens who are unable to engage diverse others in face-to-face deliberation can
at least attempt to make the others “imaginatively present” by trying to under-
stand their lives, perspectives, and social positions as well as their political judg-
ments. How might this imaginative presence be achieved? Goodin suggests, as
avenues for democratic deliberation within, that citizens actively seek out artis-
tic representations of others, and also make an effort to expose themselves to a
“broader social mix of people” in their day-to-day lives.30 Indeed, if Goodin is
right about the need for internal-reflective deliberation as a complement to voting
and more familiar models of interpersonal deliberation, we should recognize that
it is at least an excellence of citizenship, if not a requirement, to reach out to
others in these ways. As Goodin argues, “ ‘democratic deliberation within’
require[s] people to make various changes in their behavior, if not their basic
character. It requires them to do lots of things in between elections to put them-
selves in a position, come the election, to internalize adequately the perspectives
of all those around them.”31

4. The Ideal of Conscientious Engagement and Political Deliberation

At first glance, Eberle’s ideal of conscientious engagement would appear to
satisfy—or at least not contravene—the necessary conditions of a deliberative
democracy. While Eberle’s main goal is not to provide a theory of political legit-
imacy or an account of the best democratic institutional arrangements, his ideal
of conscientious engagement seems to be consistent with the ideas of legitimacy
and equality that are central to democratic deliberation. More important, Eberle’s
ideal explicitly instructs citizens to subject their views to mutual criticism, to
pursue public justification, and to aim at reasoned decisions that serve the
common good.32 Indeed the seemingly deliberative aspects of the ideal of con-
scientious engagement are the very same features that are said to reflect the under-
lying norm of respect for persons.

But appearances can be deceiving, and so it is worth asking: Is the ideal of
conscientious engagement a sufficiently deliberative ideal? Specifically, is it
appropriate—or under what circumstances would it be appropriate—for a citizen
or official who is committed both to this ideal and to the ideal of democratic delib-
eration to rely solely on a religious or other comprehensive justification in exer-
cising coercive power over other citizens with respect to a fundamental political
issue? How would a commitment to these ideals affect a citizen’s understanding
of his or her religious doctrine? For the sake of convenience, I shall concentrate
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on the case of a citizen’s political choice, leaving aside the question of how an
ideal of citizenship might apply to political officials. Citizens who are commit-
ted to democratic deliberation are committed, inter alia, to acknowledging the
ideas and attitudes discussed in the last section, including the willingness to revise
their beliefs and judgments, especially on fundamental political issues. A funda-
mental political issue concerns the basic terms of citizens’ political cooperation,
or what Rawls calls constitutional essentials and matters of basic justice. My
question targets citizens who, in acting to resolve such an issue, would rely solely
on a religious justification, one that is neither translated into nonsectarian, public-
political terms nor accompanied by what the reason-giving citizen takes to be a
credible and sufficient political justification. In keeping with Eberle’s discussion,
I shall focus only on the case of a religious citizen, even though I assume that
requirements of citizenship should apply in the same way to the religious and
secular comprehensive doctrines that citizens would introduce into political 
decision-making. Finally, my question concerns the sole reliance on a religious
justification as the basis for a political choice. A citizen relies solely on a reli-
gious justification for her political choice if, after due reflection, she believes that
the available supporting political justifications are plainly insufficient to warrant
that choice.

Consider the following example, which, I should note, is not intended to iden-
tify all religious citizens with a particular ideological orientation or political
agenda.33 Jack and Jill are citizens who must decide Ohio’s State Issue 1, a pro-
posed amendment to the state’s constitution which would prohibit official recog-
nition of same-sex marriage as well as civil unions that would be similar to
marriage in “design, qualities, significance or effect.”34 Both of our fictional cit-
izens are aware that passage of the amendment would lead to the elimination of
many legal benefits enjoyed by same-sex couples living in the state. Jill believes
that the state’s recognition of either same-sex marriages or civil unions would
amount to state endorsement of the moral permissibility of homosexual relation-
ships. Because she also believes on the basis of biblical authority that such rela-
tionships are sinful, she is convinced that the state’s constitution ought to be
amended so as to disfavor them. Finally, because she believes that the available
political justifications for her position which might appeal to a nonreligious
citizen like Jack are plainly insufficient, Jill is willing to vote “yes” on State Issue
1 solely on religious grounds. As I understand Eberle’s view, a citizen like Jill
does not violate any of the obligations or excellences of citizenship in refusing
to exercise restraint in voting or advocating for State Issue 1, “even if [she] lacks
a credible nonreligious rationale in support of that proposal.”35 We can now ask
whether the approach that underwrites this claim is consistent with a commitment
to an ideal of democratic deliberation.

A first point concerns the reasons why a citizen like Jill would seek a polit-
ical justification that is suitably addressed to other citizens. Recall that, accord-
ing to Eberle, if Jill respects Jack and other citizens, she will seek a political
justification in support of State Issue 1 which they might accept. And the reason
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she will seek such a political justification, and also perhaps even present a justi-
fication that she finds unconvincing, is that she hopes to ameliorate the distress
that would otherwise be caused by her exercise of coercive power over them. An
initial question is whether the notion of ameliorating distress is what best explains
why respect for persons leads to the requirement to seek a political justification
suitably addressed to others. I am not convinced that it is. If ameliorating distress
is Jill’s main goal, then seeking a political justification might be encouraged in
some cases, but not as a necessary requirement of citizenship. After all, there are
other ways to ameliorate distress. Jill might, for example, engage in a kind of
political bargaining by lending her support to another cause, one which matters
to her fellow citizens but about which she is ambivalent. From the standpoint of
deliberative democracy, however, there is a deeper concern. In suggesting that
Jill should respond to the distress of her fellow citizens Eberle seems to apply the
requirement to pursue a political justification at a postdeliberative moment of
civic interaction. It is as if the requirement to seek a political justification governs
Jill’s choices after she has actually decided, on the basis of religious grounds, to
support State Issue 1. On this model, the main goal of pursuing political justifi-
cation is not common political will-formation through public deliberation, but
placating others, given the fact that there are bound to be losers once a contro-
versial question is brought to a vote. Such an account of political justification
would be insufficiently deliberative.

But perhaps this characterization of Eberle’s position is unfair. To be sure,
ameliorating distress is the consideration that Eberle cites in connecting respect
for persons to the requirement to pursue political justification, or what he calls
“public justification.”36 But Eberle’s ideal of conscientious engagement, as we
have seen, includes much more than the recommendation that citizens respond to
the distress caused by their exercise of coercive power. It also requires citizens
to identify and communicate a high degree of rational justification for the coer-
cive policies they support, and to engage their fellow citizens by listening to their
evaluation and criticism of these justifications. A good citizen, Eberle suggests,
will attempt to respond to the distress caused by coercion. But she will do so only
after “she [has put] her compatriots in a position to change her mind as to the
soundness of her rationale for her favored coercive laws.”37

What would this mean in the case of the debate surrounding State Issue 1?
What would Jill have to do to put her compatriots in a position to change her
mind about the soundness of her religious rationale for the amendment? In order
to answer this question, we would need to have a better understanding of the
details of Jill’s argument in support of State Issue 1. Suppose, for example, that
this argument consists of the following claims: (1) that God has issued moral 
commands and guidelines concerning same-sex relationships and human well-
being; (2) that these commands and guidelines are revealed in Scripture; (3) that
according to the best interpretation of Scripture, homosexual activity—for
example, relationships, sex, civil unions, and marriage—is sinful; (4) that the
political community should sometimes attempt to prohibit, deter, or disfavor
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sinful activity; (5) that same-sex relationships represent a form of sinful activity 
which should be politically disfavored; and, (6) that State Issue 1 is, all things
considered, an appropriate means for politically disfavoring same-sex relation-
ships. In order to put her compatriots in a position to change her mind about 
this argument, Jill would presumably need to adopt the attitude of fallibilism 
that Eberle recommends and remain open to critical challenges to each of these
claims.

With respect to some of these claims, it is possible for Jill to remain open to
the criticism of others without departing from her home religious tradition. There
is, for example, widespread disagreement among Christians about claims (3) and
(5).38 Thus there may very well be grounds from within Jill’s religious tradition
on which Jack and others could draw in their criticism of her support of State
Issue 1. Jill would need to consider these grounds, along with arguments and evi-
dence that challenge an interpretation of Scripture according to which all homo-
sexual activity is sinful. And, as Eberle suggests, she would need to examine these
challenges in light of extra-biblical information that might be crucial for deter-
mining what particular biblical passages mean. Under the assumption that God
does not utter moral falsehoods, she would also need to reflect on any well-
grounded moral claims that would suggest that (3) is false. According to Eberle,
even a citizen who is committed to the inerrancy of the Bible must consider the
possibility that any particular interpretation of an inerrant source of moral guid-
ance might be incorrect.39 So, even if she were committed to the inerrancy of the
Bible, Jill would still be able to put others in a position to change her mind about
claims (3) and (5) by taking seriously potential defeaters, relevant moral argu-
ments and rival interpretations of contested biblical passages.

But what about claims (1)–(2)? The claims that God issues moral commands
and guidelines concerning sexuality and well-being and that these commands and
guidelines are revealed in Scripture are essential to the argument sketched above.
Similar claims are likely to be important elements in other arguments that cite
biblical or church authority directly in support of the conclusion that some activ-
ity or practice should be favored or disfavored by the political community. What
would it mean, then, to subject such claims to criticism under an attitude of fal-
libilism? It would mean that citizens must be prepared to examine a number of
questions about what they might understand as core religious beliefs. Consider
the following examples: What is the relationship between human sexuality and
well-being? Which biblical statements should be read as presenting moral com-
mands and guidelines that apply to contemporary human beings? What are the
ultimate purposes to which these commands and guidelines contribute? Are God’s
purposes, as well as God’s particular commands and guidelines, always or some-
times discernible by human reason? Which texts count as Scripture, containing
God’s word? Which religious authorities are qualified to identify these texts, or
comment on them insightfully? Are these texts inerrant? Which interpretative
strategies and assumptions are appropriate for determining their meaning? Is one
and only one religious doctrine the source of the whole truth? Answers to these
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and related questions will include convictions that are central to many citizens’
religious doctrines. And, insofar as these convictions constitute or are essentially
related to a citizen’s justification for the exercise of coercive power with respect
to a fundamental political question, they must be subjected to deliberative, criti-
cal scrutiny, and perhaps at times adjusted or even renounced. To remove these
convictions arbitrarily from such scrutiny while continuing principally to rely 
on them in political decision-making would represent a failure to live up to the
deliberative ideal.

Thus, the ideal of conscientious engagement, interpreted in terms of a delib-
erative democracy, seems to demand much more of religious believers than first
appears. Citizens who rely on biblically based claims in support of a political
choice must be prepared at times sincerely to reexamine their religious beliefs,
remaining open to the criticism of other citizens and the force of the better argu-
ment. Eberle does acknowledge that citizens should adopt an attitude of fallibil-
ism with respect to certain religious convictions. As we have seen, this attitude
is said to be appropriate for convictions that are “directly tied” to political com-
mitments, as opposed to convictions such as “God exists” which are “sufficiently
remote” from such commitments.40 He argues that it is “far too onerous a burden
to impose on citizens the expectation that they ought to take seriously the possi-
bility that the convictions that define their respective moral identities might 
be false.”41 This concern is understandable. However, the distinction between
“directly tied” and “sufficiently remote” cannot be drawn too rigidly, especially
in advance of actual political deliberation. The question of which convictions are
directly tied to political decision-making will depend in part on the nature of the
justifications that citizens formulate and advance. Citizens could not and need not
entertain challenges to all of their religious beliefs or to all of the beliefs that
remotely support their political commitments. Yet many arguments that appeal to
the authority of divine commands or a religious conception of human well-being
will, I suspect, rely on convictions that are not as remote as the belief that God
exists but are nevertheless central to the moral identities of some citizens. And,
to the extent that they are essentially related to citizens’ political choices, as more
than foundational claims or assumptions that provide the moral-religious ground-
ing for a reasonable political conception of justice, these convictions must be put
to the test, especially insofar as they are adopted in political decision-making
without accompanying political justifications in public reason.42

But that is not all. Recall that in a mass democracy the opportunities for face-
to-face deliberation are limited. Citizens should certainly attempt to discuss 
contested political issues with one another. But in both formal settings and the
informal context of civil society, there will be limits to the number and diversity
of ideas that even a conscientious citizen will encounter. These limits will be even
greater insofar as a citizen’s involvement in civil society is restricted to a few 
relatively homogenous groups. For these reasons, a citizen should also practice
“deliberative democracy within,” attempting to internalize the lives and perspec-
tives of other citizens. In a religiously pluralistic democracy, this means that 
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citizens should remain aware of the diversity of religious belief and practice. They
should discuss with one another the political implications of their own religious
doctrines. And, they should also make a genuine effort to understand different
religious traditions and imagine how various questions might be approached from
within alien traditions.43 Rawlsians and other weak inclusionists would do well
to acknowledge that, to some degree, all citizens ought to aim at such mutual
understanding. But a special burden falls on citizens who rely solely on 
religious—or, for that matter, secular comprehensive—justifications for the exer-
cise of coercive power. For these citizens, the entire justificatory burden is carried
by the claims of a comprehensive doctrine. Insofar as citizens are prepared to
invoke such claims as the sole basis for political decision-making, it is especially
important that they are challenged and scrutinized.

For the citizen who would rely solely on religious justifications in exercis-
ing coercive power, a number of religious beliefs become the object of ongoing
critical scrutiny, both in dialogue with others and through deliberative democracy
within. Of course, some convictions will turn out to be “sufficiently remote” from
a citizen’s political choices and so immune from such scrutiny. Eberle is right, I
think, to resist the notion that the obligations of citizenship require a citizen like
Jill to question her faith in God.44 But the set of religious beliefs that potentially
fall under the purview of political deliberation also seems larger than Eberle sug-
gests. In my example, Jill’s conviction that God has issued moral commands and
guidelines concerning sexuality which are revealed in Scripture is essential to her
appeal to biblical authority in opposing same-sex unions. Some of Jill’s fellow
citizens will want to question her understanding of this source of authority, along
with its relevant texts, traditions, and commentators. Indeed they will likely dis-
agree about which texts, traditions, and commentators are reliable and authorita-
tive. And even if Jill were to scrutinize only claim (3), concerning the best
interpretation of Scripture, she may still need to entertain challenges to a number
of her religious beliefs, at both the core and periphery of her religious doctrine.
As Daniel Conkle argued in an early article on the subject, a “deliberative, dia-
logic decision-making process” calls for a “substantive inquiry” and “theological
evaluation” of religiously based truth claims.45 Conkle supports such inquiry, 
but also understands the dangers and difficulties that it would present for 
some religious citizens. Citizens would need to investigate whether various 
substantive religious positions are right or wrong through public challenges 
that “can be extremely hurtful to the individuals who hold the religious beliefs 
in question.”46

In Jill’s case, questions arise about the interpretation and meaning of Scrip-
ture which go beyond debates about particular biblical passages, especially if 
she considers potential defeaters to claims (1) and (2). Jill must pursue questions
about religious authority and about how human beings know God’s commands.
To approach these questions deliberatively, Jill must make changes in her char-
acter and behavior that enable her imaginatively to inhabit other religious and
nonreligious points of view and to learn more about the interests and commit-
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ments of citizens who do not share her comprehensive doctrine. She must also
sincerely attempt to understand the lives and aspirations of gay and lesbian citi-
zens who will be affected by her vote. And she must adopt an attitude of falli-
bilism toward some of her own beliefs, and take steps genuinely to challenge her
predeliberative assumptions and judgments, not only in discussion with others,
but also internally and imaginatively, in her day-to-day life. That is, she must take
steps genuinely to challenge assumptions and judgments that may be essential to
her denominational affiliation, her theological perspective, or even her particular
self-understanding and religious identity.

5. Conclusion

The example of a citizen’s appeal to biblical authority on the question of
same-sex unions is intended to illustrate a deliberative burden that would apply
especially to a citizen who relies solely on the authority of a comprehensive doc-
trine for a political choice about how to arrange the fundamental terms of polit-
ical cooperation. The example also suggests the following problem with Eberle’s
ideal of conscientious engagement, which permits such reliance: If political jus-
tifications are pursued only after a citizen has individually decided a political
question on religious grounds, then the ideal of conscientious engagement would
be an insufficiently deliberative ideal. But if this ideal is interpreted in terms of
a deliberative democracy, it requires that some citizens adopt practices and atti-
tudes which encourage deliberative, critical scrutiny of their religious beliefs, and
that they remain open, as an aspect of good citizenship, to modifying or even
renouncing those beliefs. My point is not to suggest that it is wrong for people
to adopt such practices and attitudes with respect to their religious beliefs, or that
doing so is incompatible with a life of faith. A deliberative, critical attitude about
traditional religious beliefs might be celebrated by some religious believers and
rejected by others. Citizens of faith are likely to disagree about the extent to which
they are required or encouraged to engage in an open-ended, dialogical search for
truth with nonreligious citizens and adherents of other religious traditions. The
problem with the ideal of conscientious engagement is that it seems to require
such inquiry in a rather demanding fashion and simply in virtue of the fact that
a person occupies the role of democratic citizen.

Weak inclusionism proposes a conception of citizenship that is demanding
in its own right. Yet while the Rawlsian ideal discourages citizens from relying
solely on their comprehensive doctrines in their political choices, it also entitles
citizens to set aside certain beliefs from the practice of ongoing deliberative, crit-
ical scrutiny. First, reasonable citizens accept political liberalism’s fundamental
moral-political ideas of society as a fair scheme of cooperation and persons as
free and equal citizens with an interest in exercising their basic moral powers.
Second, citizens would not need to subject religious convictions to scrutiny just
insofar as those convictions play a nonjustificatory role in their political choices
and discourse or constitute the moral-religious foundation for a reasonable polit-
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ical conception of justice. In the latter case, we should recognize a distinction
between adopting a reasonable political conception that is supported by a com-
prehensive doctrine and appealing primarily or solely to doctrinal beliefs in polit-
ical decision-making. Finally, and most important, citizens who adhere to the
requirements of public reason by exercising restraint or satisfying the Rawlsian
proviso need not scrutinize the religious convictions which have thereby been
removed from political decision-making, translated into public-political terms or
accompanied by suitable political justifications. In short, the Rawlsian model
encourages religious citizens to shift much of the deliberative burden to the claims
and arguments they would pursue in public reason.

Although the analysis of this paper has been restricted to Eberle’s view,
which I take to be representative of strong inclusionism, the problem that I have
identified is one which other strong inclusionists should confront directly. Much
will depend on the details of the view in question, but the basic dilemma could
be understood in the following way: Insofar as it accepts an ideal of democratic
deliberation, strong inclusionism must also accept certain requirements of citi-
zenship. Citizens must incorporate attitudes and practices that render certain polit-
ically relevant religious and other comprehensive beliefs consistent with the
conditions associated with a deliberative approach to political decision-making.
These attitudes and practices—for example, fallibilism, the willingness to change
one’s mind, the search for the better argument, and the practice of deliberative
democracy within—must be manifested in everyday life and applied sometimes
to core religious and secular comprehensive beliefs, especially when those beliefs
serve as the principal basis for a citizen’s political choice.

Hence, for the strong inclusionist, persons qua citizens would be expected to
acknowledge that their attitudes toward their own comprehensive doctrines must
be governed at times by the obligations of citizenship. This expectation may
present a problem for citizens insofar as they regard their religious obligations 
as both “overriding” and “totalizing.”47 To be sure, the weak inclusionist position
that I favor must contend with a different, and, I think, more manageable, version
of this problem. My purpose here is not to provide a full defense of weak inclu-
sionism, but to suggest that a properly deliberative strong inclusionism is just as
likely to encounter the objections that its requirements interfere with the integrity
of a citizen’s religious life and that it privileges certain religious and theological
orientations over others.48 Contrary to what is often assumed by critics of liberal
principles of political justification and restraint, the charge that such principles
are somehow infeasible or unfair to religious believers should not obviously count
in favor of the stronger variety of inclusionism over an approach like that of
Rawls’s wide view of public reason.

Another possibility for the strong inclusionist is to reject the ideal of demo-
cratic deliberation, or to present an alternative interpretation of it. But, in pursu-
ing this strategy, the strong inclusionist must still provide a conception of
citizenship that is consistent with the norm of respect for persons as free and equal
citizens. I have not demonstrated here that such a norm requires citizens to
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endorse a particular conception of political justification, a particular policy of
restraint, or, for that matter, a particular ideal of democratic deliberation. Indeed
one issue that remains to be investigated in more detail is whether the goal of
ameliorating distress is the principal reason why a citizen who respects others
must pursue a political justification. If the connection between respect for persons
and pursuing political justification lies elsewhere, as I suspect that it does, then
the strong inclusionist’s employment of the distinction between pursuing a polit-
ical justification and exercising restraint must be reexamined.

Both strong and weak inclusionists can permit and even welcome much polit-
ically relevant religious discourse and argument.49 Both can accept the idea that
the values animating the public life of a democracy will, for many citizens, be
morally grounded in religious doctrine. Both can recognize that citizens ought to
learn more about the religious and nonreligious doctrines that support various
political commitments and conceptions of justice. But weak inclusionists will
insist that citizens should sometimes exercise restraint, particularly when a citizen
cannot identify what she takes to be an adequate political justification for a law
or policy that she might otherwise favor on religious grounds. In exercising
restraint in such a case, a citizen also legitimately opts out of the political demand
to treat her religious convictions as contestable political beliefs, subjecting them
to deliberative, critical scrutiny. Citizens who are unwilling to meet this latter
demand should reconsider whether it is appropriate to rely solely on such grounds
to arrange the fundamental terms of political cooperation.

The author would like to thank the anonymous reviewers at the Journal of Social
Philosophy for their comments and suggestions.
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